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AutoCAD's commercial predecessor was the AutoCAD drafting program, an application that ran on
the first IBM PCs. AutoCAD was first introduced in 1982 as an in-house development. Based on the
then-new CP/M operating system, the original AutoCAD was programmed by CAD Consultants, Inc.
(CCI), a Toronto-based startup formed in 1980 by 16 people including John Walker, who had
programmed the first CAD application, Altair CAD. The first AutoCAD released in 1982 was a CP/Mbased version 1.1. One year later in 1983, CCI released a beta version of AutoCAD for the Apple II
platform, also using the CP/M operating system. This release of AutoCAD ran only on Apple II
machines. The initial AutoCAD release for CP/M and Apple II was the same version number (1.1), but
the first version of AutoCAD for the Apple II was the first version of AutoCAD to use the "L" (level)
numbering convention (not to be confused with the "L" in "Lennon"). "L1" was released in May 1983.
As was typical at the time, no marketing was done for the first version. The first version of AutoCAD
for CP/M was "L2" and was released in 1984. (The "L1" and "L2" versions of AutoCAD were CP/Mbased, and the "L3" and "L4" versions were Apple II-based.) "L2" was also the first version released
to the public. It was marketed under the new brand name "AutoCAD." CCI continued to release
versions of AutoCAD (or AutoCAD SE for their add-on professional, drawing and drafting products),
under both the "L" and "L1" naming conventions, for the next four years. The CP/M version of
AutoCAD was an early demonstration of a Mac application, which was a first for Autodesk. CP/M was
compatible with the MS-DOS operating system and so AutoCAD could be run on the Apple II, the
Apple III and most other early PC-based machines. In 1983, Bill Lowe became the director of product
development at Autodesk. Lowe worked closely with the Apple II team at CCI to port the first version
of AutoCAD to the Apple II
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AutoCAD Commands AutoCAD commands are available in the Autodesk Exchange and Autodesk
Code Browser. There are many types of commands. Some of these are: Creation commands:These
are specific commands to open, save, print and export the drawing. Construction commands: These
are commands to create a model in AutoCAD. Diagram commands: The diagram commands in
AutoCAD are for creating and editing diagrams, including both predefined and user defined
diagrams. Properties commands:These are commands to change the properties of the drawing and
the objects in the drawing. Tool commands: These are commands for creating and using external
tools such as a cutter, stencil and roller for creating a specific shape, creating a spline and other
functions. The list of commands can be found at the Autodesk Exchange website. Objects and
entities The objects in AutoCAD are the main component of the drawing. There are two main types of
objects: Entity - A model created using the AutoCAD drawing creation tools or imported from other
applications. An entity is a basic block of geometry. Drawings - The entities, text and dimensions in
an AutoCAD drawing. An entity can have several components: Properties - Stores information about
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the entity. Flags - A flag component displays visual elements or geometric components that indicate
special information about the entity. Links - Links between entities. A link connects two entities and
places them in a group. Texts - Texts appear on the drawing page, usually in a corner, and usually
identify a section. Texts are associated with drawing entities. An entity can also have metadata,
which is information about the entity stored as a text, flag, or property, and not visible to the user.
Dimensions AutoCAD supports three types of dimension: Dimension line Dimension annotation
Dimension label Dimension lines are used to represent distance, like walls and roads. The distance
between two dimension lines is calculated by using the Pythagorean theorem. Dimension labels
appear on the drawing page for a particular line. Dimension labels can display a number of attributes
of the line, including its length, angle and direction. Dimension lines and labels are used to identify
the dimension of an object in AutoCAD. Dimension annotations are used to identify a single
dimension of a particular object. The attribute of the dimension is not displayed, but instead a
ca3bfb1094
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XS_SADPRX_KEY_CODED_KEEP_LOG_DUMP "Ipem"
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Enable the LOG DUMP
option. XS_SADPRX_KEY_CODED_KEEP_LOG_CRYPT_AUTHORIZATION "Ipem"
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Log all authorization
data in a encrypted way. XS_SADPRX_KEY_CODED_KEEP_LOG_AUTO_RESET "Ipem"
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Log a record of
Autocad's Auto-reset Options setting, when Autocad is closed and then reopened.
XS_SADPRX_KEY_CODED_KEEP_LOG_AUTOCAD_VERSION "Ipem"
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Print the Autocad
version number. XS_SADPRX_KEY_CODED_KEEP_LOG_AUTOCAD_ENCRYPTION_FORMAT "Ipem" ~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Print the Auto-reset Options file format setting.
XS_SADPRX_KEY_CODED_KEEP_LOG_AUTOCAD_ENCRYPTION_VERSION "Ipem" ~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Print the Autoreset Options version number. XS_SADPRX_KEY_CODED_KEEP_LOG_CAD_EXPORT_FORMAT "Ipem"
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Print the export format
setting of Autocad. XS_SADPRX_KEY_CODED_KEEP_LOG_CAD_EXPORT_VERSION "Ipem"
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Print the export version
number of Autocad. XS_SADPRX_KEY_CODED_KEEP_LOG_CAD_TILING_FORMAT "Ipem"
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Print the tiling format
setting of Autocad. XS_SADPRX_KEY_CODED

What's New in the AutoCAD?
Import/Export Mup: Downloads files directly from Twitter. Share files easily. Quickly access files on
the cloud. (video: 4:00 min.) Improvements to Fonts: Explore and interact with even more fonts and
applications. Use new touch-based command in combination with menu and system to navigate
fonts. (video: 2:24 min.) Simplify Design and Draw: Streamline your design and drawing process.
With a new intuitive interface, your work becomes easy. Your drawings are saved in one click. (video:
5:00 min.) Faster, Efficient, Cleaner: See and work more efficiently with AutoCAD. Draw, edit, and
work more quickly with intelligent commands, logical layers, and intelligent workspace. (video: 3:00
min.) Revised Learning and Training: Enjoy AutoCAD with confidence. You will continue to learn as
you work with the latest version of AutoCAD. You will be supported when you need assistance.
(video: 4:00 min.) New AutoCAD Release: Get the newest software update and stay ahead of the
design curve. When you work with the latest version of AutoCAD, you can be confident that you’re
seeing the latest features. With the new release, you will always be able to work with the latest
software and get the most benefit from using AutoCAD. (video: 3:00 min.) Desktop Components:
Save time and stay connected with a redesigned Web Browser. (video: 4:00 min.) What’s new in
AutoCAD 2020? AutoCAD 2020 is the premier drafting, design, and visualization program for the
integrated design process. It supports the latest technologies and tools, allowing you to plan, design,
and create in one powerful package. You can rely on AutoCAD to achieve your most ambitious
projects—helping you to design, analyze, simulate, and deliver a project within a budget and on
time. AutoCAD 2020 offers new and revised commands, drawing enhancements, faster performance,
and improved tool tips and training. AutoCAD 2020 Speed up your design, analysis, and simulation
tasks with a new and redesigned mouse cursor and keyboard shortcuts. Stay current with
improvements to the Edit commands. Work faster with new intuitive command prompts that guide
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System Requirements For AutoCAD:
Sessions New! KESSEY PLAY (on mobile/tablet) Total War Battles: KINGDOM Total War Battles:
SAVIOUR’S BAY Total War Battles: MEDWAY Total War Battles: RIPTIDE RIVER Total War Battles:
MANSION Total War Battles: FARM Total War Battles: FACTORY Total War Battles: ASSAULT Total War
Battles: HARBOUR Total War Battles:
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